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A crisis is too 
valuable to 

waste
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National Speed Limits (mph) - UKNational Speed Limits (mph) - UKNational Speed Limits (mph) - UKNational Speed Limits (mph) - UKNational Speed Limits (mph) - UK

Vehicle type Built up areas Open areas
single carriageways

Open areas
dual carriageways

Motorways

Cars 30 60 70 70
Cars towing 
caravans or trailers 30 50 60 60

Buses and Coaches
30 50 60 70

Goods vehicles - 
under 7.5 tonnes 
loaded

30 50 60 70

Goods vehicles - 
over 7.5 tonnes 
loaded

30 40 50 60
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Gary Klein, “Sources of Power”
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Cynefin domains

© Dave Snowden

simple

complicatedcomplex

chaos
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Cynefin domains

© Dave Snowden

simple
Sense

Categorise
Respond

complicated
Sense

Analyse
Respond

complex
Probe
Sense

Respond

chaos
Act

Sense
Respond
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Complexity
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Complexity
vs

complicated

• Can you predict with certainty the end result of the 
process?

(NB “Hope” does not count...)
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The implications of 
complexity

•Small differences at the start can create big 
differences by the end ... so different organisational 
cultures require different processes

•In retrospect, we can see how, where, when and why 
things happened ... but prediction is impossible
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Engaging, assisting, inspiring

• Not about a guaranteed 12 step process
• There are no magic bullets
• Change is never efficient in the short-term
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"Every person's map of the world is as unique as 
their thumbprint. There are no two people alike. No 
two people who understand the same sentence the 
same way... So in dealing with people, you try not 

to fit them to your concept of what they should be.“
Milton Erickson 
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How does this apply to 
internal communications?
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Better results on lower 
budgets

•Where are you on the Cynefin framework?
•No guarantees

–Probe, sense, respond?
•Small budgets and testing new ideas
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Some basic principles
Regardless of the situation

•In communications, it’s about people - making it a 
social process, not a business process

•Best practice rarely is
•Communicate to where they already are, don’t force 

them to go to where you communicate
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Reflections on 
communication

•Abstractions do not work as communication
•It’s about what you tolerate, as well as what you will not

– But even more about what you extol
•A decision is not a communication
•Illuminate the context

– Speak about details, not broad brushstrokes
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Being understood

•Mind your language
–Don’t educate them about your language, use their 

metaphors and phrases where possible
•Assume as little as possible
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Diversity policy

•Engagement is not everyone thinking the same thoughts or the 
same way - it is everyone walking in the same direction

•Dissent is valuable
– Where is it allowed?
– How is it valued?
– How do you communicate it?
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Prepare in the good times

•Get joined up - networks are crucial
•So is being in the know
•Room for dissent and debate

–Boundaries and etiquette
–Not discipline and stifling rules
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Get onside first

•Convince the communicators and the campaign 
designers first

•Support the communications deliverers
–Build their confidence
–Difficult messages can be scary to deliver
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Changing the landscape

•Beliefs are not beaten by facts
•Changing myths can take a long time

–Demonstrate real change
–You need radically-different behaviour

•Some tools may be out of your reach
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Internal responses
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Narrative and stories

•Carry context, knowledge and meaning
•Sharing stories is an inherently human, sense-

making, knowledge-expanding activity
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Using narrative in 
communications

• Strategy - the narrative of your organisation
• Branding - the stories to attract outsiders
• Content - the material for your comms vehicles
• Vision - understanding and driving the way forward
• Knowledge - not losing the history and knowledge with redundancy packages
• Leaders - giving them examples to shift their focus and to shift other peoples’ 

focus
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Social networks
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Social networks

•Not about the tipping person, the hub
•All about the environment

– Are they aware of the need for change?
– Are they primed for change?

•Better to prepare the ground, rather than hunt the key person
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Change requires new 
behaviour and decisions

•Communication about change must represent a break from the 
past

•Not just new aspirations, but visible examples of poor behaviour 
no longer tolerated

•Answer the question: “What do you want me to do differently 
tomorrow?”
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“The future is already here.
It’s just unevenly distributed.”

William Gibson
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Anecdote Circles

• Sharing experiences
–Great for gathering material for comms

• Value for participants
• Share with KM* and OD** colleagues
–Especially share the budget!

*Knowledge Management
**Organisational Development
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Understanding employees 
and culture

• Employee surveys usually the tool of choice

• Who uses them?
• Why do you use them?
• What do they tell you?
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Employee research

•Lack of context reduces usefulness
•Free comments never are – guided by survey
•Preconceptions and narratives overwhelm data 

and facts
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The key question

•What do you do in response to the results...
–...if they’re positive?
–...if they’re negative?
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We look for more meaning 
and sense

•We talk with our contacts, listen to opinion-formers
•We tap into the informal hierarchy

•To gather context, examples, details that are not in the 
survey results
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Surveys

•Why do we do it? 
– Numbers - to justify ourselves

•Answering at random
•Questions can be leading

– Gaming the survey
–“Free” comments aren’t
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How many times do the 
players in white pass the ball?

•1-5?
•6-8?
•9-11?
•12-14?
•15-18?
•19+?
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Basketball video
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Surveys

• Why do we do it? 
– Numbers - to justify ourselves

• Answering at random
• Questions can be leading

– Gaming the survey
– “Free” comments aren’t

• Meaning-less
• Only show what we’re looking for
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pfizer case study

•A serious problem - under-performing teams
•No clear reason why, but some suspicions
•A risk of not seeing the gorilla
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Pfizer case study

•11 cities, 6 languages, 100 people
•1700 perspectives on their own stories
•Pattern analysis - seeing what comes out, not 

interpreting the stories
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What was the most difficult part of the 
sales call?

54 206

372

179

Closing the sale

Objection handling

Establishing the need

04/26/11 38Field Force narrative audit
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What was the most important 
characteristic of the drug in the 

story?

139

51

248

352

153

Safety

Its strength/efficacy

Cost

04/26/11 39Field Force narrative audit
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The events in this story stem from…

A pessimistic 
attitude

Too restrictive 
targeting

An emotional 
approach

An optimistic 
attitude

No targeting of 
prospects

A rational 
approach
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Staff are too child like 
& pathetic

Staff patronise children

Too much to see and 
its overwhelming

Not enough to keep 
me interested

Rushed from place to 
place missed things

Too much time in one 
place

The museum stinks
I was embarrassed to be there
We never got to do anything
Why can’t I have a go?
We were treated like morons

When were in the insect house I 
wanted to use the models.  Mr Smith 
kept telling us about them but didn’t 
let us touch them until the end and 
there wasn’t any time.  He can play 
with them anytime and I missed my 
chance because of him, its not fair.

Liverpool museum
Impact measurement
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External audiences too

•Pakistan stories
–Colonial history means people are hostile to the UK?

•Mexico stories
–Desire for change, so social activism tools are needed?
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What next?
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PILOT OFFICER
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Running Pilots

•Forgiveness or permission?
•Attention and time, not €budget
•Use and encourage the enthusiasts
•Pilots are experiments, failure is acceptable as long as 

there is learning
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Back yourself

Look around

Fail often
(but fail safe)
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Be brave

Tony Quinlan Chief Storyteller Narrate
tony@narrate.co.uk  www.thenarrateblog.com
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